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QUESTION 1

You are deivising a policy to allow users to have the ability to access objects in a bucket called appbucket. You define
the below custom bucket policy 

But when you try to apply the policy you get the error "Action does not apply to any resource(s) in statement." What
should be done to rectify the error 

Please select: 

A. Change the IAM permissions by applying PutBucketPolicy permissions. 

B. Verify that the policy has the same name as the bucket name. If not. make it the same. 

C. Change the Resource section to "arn:aws:s3:::appbucket/*\\'. 

D. Create the bucket "appbucket" and then apply the policy. 

Correct Answer: C 

When you define access to objects in a bucket you need to ensure that you specify to which objects in the bucket
access needs to be given to. In this case, the * can be used to assign the permission to all objects in the bucket Option
A is invalid because the right permissions are already provided as per the question requirement Option B is invalid
because it is not necessary that the policy has the same name as the bucket Option D is invalid because this should be
the default flow for applying the policy For more information on bucket policies please visit the below URL:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/example-bucket-policies.htmll The correct answer is: Change the
Resource section to "arn:aws:s3:::appbucket/" 
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QUESTION 2

A global company that deals with International finance is investing heavily in cryptocurrencies and wants to experiment
with mining technologies using AWS. The company\\'s security team has enabled Amazon GuardDuty and is concerned
by the number of findings being generated by the accounts. The security team wants to minimize the possibility of
GuardDuty finding false negatives for compromised instances that are performing mining 

How can the security team continue using GuardDuty while meeting these requirements? 

A. In the GuardDuty console, select the CryptoCurrency:EC2/BitcoinTool B\\'DNS finding and use the suppress findings
option 

B. Create a custom AWS Lambda function to process newly detected GuardDuty alerts Process the CryptoCurrency
EC2/BitcoinTool BIDNS alert and filter out the high-severity finding types only. 

C. When creating a new Amazon EC2 Instance, provide the instance with a specific tag that indicates it is performing
mining operations Create a custom AWS Lambda function to process newly detected GuardDuty alerts and filter for the
presence of this tag 

D. When GuardDuty produces a cryptocurrency finding, process the finding with a custom AWS Lambda function to
extract the instance ID from the finding Then use the AWS Systems Manager Run Command to check for a running
process performing mining operations 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A company is outsourcing its operational support 1o an external company. The company\\'s security officer must
implement an access solution fen delegating operational support that minimizes overhead. 

Which approach should the security officer take to meet these requirements? 

A. implement Amazon Cognito identity pools with a role that uses a policy that denies the actions related to Amazon
Cognito API management Allow the external company to federate through its identity provider 

B. Federate AWS identity and Access Management (IAM) with the external company\\'s identity provider Create an IAM
role and attach a policy with the necessary permissions 

C. Create an IAM group for me external company Add a policy to the group that denies IAM modifications Securely
provide the credentials to the eternal company. 

D. Use AWS SSO with the external company\\'s identity provider. Create an IAM group to map to the identity provider
user group, and attach a policy with the necessary permissions. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An organization operates a web application that serves users globally. The application runs on Amazon EC2 instances
behind an Application Load Balancer. There is an Amazon CloudFront distribution in front of the load balancer, and the
organization uses AWS WAF. The application is currently experiencing a volumetric attack whereby the attacker is
exploiting a bug in a popular mobile game. 
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The application is being flooded with HTTP requests from all over the world with the User- Agent set to the following
string: Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; ExampleCorp; ExampleGame/1.22; Mobile/1.0) 

What mitigation can be applied to block attacks resulting from this bug while continuing to service legitimate requests? 

A. Create a rule in AWS WAF rules with conditions that block requests based on the presence of ExampleGame/1.22 in
the User-Agent header 

B. Create a geographic restriction on the CloudFront distribution to prevent access to the application from most
geographic regions 

C. Create a rate-based rule in AWS WAF to limit the total number of requests that the web application services. 

D. Create an IP-based blacklist in AWS WAF to block the IP addresses that are originating from requests that contain
ExampleGame/1.22 in the User-Agent header. 

Correct Answer: A 

Since all the attack has http header- User-Agent set to string: Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; ExampleCorp;) it would be much
more easier to block these attack by simply denying traffic with the header match . HTH ExampleGame/1.22;
Mobile/1.0) 

 

QUESTION 5

A Software Engineer is trying to figure out why network connectivity to an Amazon EC2 instance does not appear to be
working correctly. Its security group allows inbound HTTP traffic from 0.0.0.0/0, and the outbound rules have not been
modified from the default. A custom network ACL associated with its subnet allows inbound HTTP traffic from 0.0.0.0/0
and has no outbound rules. 

What would resolve the connectivity issue? 

A. The outbound rules on the security group do not allow the response to be sent to the client on the ephemeral port
range. 

B. The outbound rules on the security group do not allow the response to be sent to the client on the HTTP port. 

C. An outbound rule must be added to the network ACL to allow the response to be sent to the client on the ephemeral
port range. 

D. An outbound rule must be added to the network ACL to allow the response to be sent to the client on the HTTP port. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/vpc/latest/userguide/vpc-network-acls.html 
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